Introduction
At the beginning of an obscure Baroque text, published in Rome in 1635, the author, Giovanni Giacomo Ricci (1595-after 1643), describes his encounter with a Muse who is supposed to accompany him on his voyage to Mount Parnassus: Mentr'io [While I was describing the instability of my state in that fashion, singing my lament and the anguish of my silence, a lovely Virgin suddenly appeared to me. She was holding some simple wreaths and garlands of leaves and flowers in her hands and hair; her dress was of a changing color; almost like a dove on a sunny day, she seemed to change at every moment; finally, she looked at me with such an affectionate face, that I found the courage of asking her who she might be. Smiling, she replied: "You must not be yourself, because you fail to recognize either yourself or me: I am your Muse."] This description of our Muse shares striking similarities with Lady Philosophy depicted in the first book of Boethius's De consolatione philosophiae.
2 Actually, the whole scene itself is almost a paraphrase of the first [Because of this new spirit, the Consolation was soon to be abandoned. This work first enthralled schools in Carolingian times; then, in the 12th century, it began to become less interesting because it expounded on a philosophical system and, to a certain extent, made up for the absence of the Greek neo-Platonist originals. From then on, it would be those originals, which would circulate in the West after the fall of Constantinople, to attract the minds inquiring on ancient philosophy. The literary interest of the Consolation also disappeared under the burden of 14-and 15-century Scholastic commentaries. Lovers of beautiful style would prefer to study the great Classical texts.] Curiously, Courcelle's statement has always been taken for granted and justified by two facts. First, the humanist Lorenzo Valla's (1406-57) attack against the philosophical content of the Consolatio in his De vero falsoque bono ("On True and False Good," 1431 as De voluptate, "On Pleasure"; first printed 1483) and De libero arbitrio ("On Free Will," 1439; first printed 1540) has been taken as the first sign of the declining fortune of the Boethian work. Second, the quantitative data collected and analyzed in recent monographs have shown that in Italy the text was no longer bloom, yet she seemed so ancient that none would think her of our time]. English translation here and throughout this chapter are quoted from Boethius, Tractates; The Consolation of Philosophy, trans. H.F. Stewart, E.K. Rand, and S.J. Tester, (Loeb Classical Library) 74 (Cambridge, MA, 1973), p. 133 (hereafter Boethius: Tractates, Consolation) .
